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One House Worship Delivers New Uplifting and
Upbeat Single, Victory
Victory Available Now on All Platforms

(Los Angeles, CA) July 23, 2021 – One House Worship announces their latest upbeat

single, “Victory”, that is guaranteed to have you dancing. Presented with groovy arrangements

and electric vocals, the single invites fans to shake off defeat and dance into freedom and joy.

With their debut EP release garnering over a million views on YouTube, “Victory" is sure to

become a new favorite of One House Worship listeners.

“Victory” celebrates the joy of overcoming with energetic melodies and captivating lyrics. The

standout track is produced by global leader, entrepreneur, best-selling author, and global pastor

of One Church Touré Roberts alongside award-winning producer Brunes Charles.
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ABOUT AMW GROUP

To put their stamp on the new decade, they created three long-form tracks that comprise their

debut EP, “He Always Provides.” Inspired by producing music with a higher purpose, One

House Worship created a unique sound combining contemporary Christian music and Gospel

genres. Their creative approach has pioneered songs that break barriers and bridge

generational gaps in unpredictable ways.  

 

Follow One House Worship on all social platforms, and stay up to date on their latest

projects and EP “He Always Provides.”

 

About One House Worship

One House Worship is an eclectic camp of writers, producers, and cutting-edge creatives

who formulate fresh musical and lyrical masterpieces that cut straight to the heart of every

listener. Their unique sound instantly becomes unforgettable anthems of hope, identity, and

victory.

https://linktr.ee/OneHouseWorshipSocial
https://lnk.to/OneHouseEP


AMW Group is an International marketing and entertainment group founded in 1997. They have in their years of
existence established a unique and strong business network within the entertainment industry representing a
diverse roster of event properties, consumer brands and Grammy Award winning artists.

The company offers a wide range of branding, event, publicity and sponsorship services for national and
international clients.
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